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Background and Objectives: The average success rate
in achieving total blanching of port wine stain (PWS)
lesions treated with laser-induced selective photothermo-
lysis is below 25%, even after multiple treatments. This is
because smaller diameter (5–20 mm) PWS blood vessels are
difficult to destroy with selective photothermolysis since
the volumetric heat generated by absorption of laser light is
insufficient to adequately heat the entire vessel wall. The
aim of this study was to investigate a potential technique
for more efficient photocoagulation of small diameter PWS
blood vessels in PWS that respond poorly to selective
photothermolysis.
Study Design/Materials and Methods: The blood
volume fraction (BVF) in the upper dermis of the forearm
of human volunteers was increased by placing an inflated
blood pressure cuff on the upper arm. Applied pressures
were in the range of 80–100 mm Hg for up to 5 minutes. The
increased BVF was determined by matching reflectance
spectra measured with that computed using a diffusion
model. The impact of increased BVF on purpura formation
induced by a 0.45 milliseconds pulsed dye laser (PDL) at
585 nm wavelength was investigated in normal and in PWS
skin.
Results: In the presence of a 100 mm Hg pressure cuff, the
BVF, as determined from the diffusion model, increased by
a factor of 3 in the forearm and by 6 in the hand. Increasing
BVF by a factor of 3 corresponds to an increase in blood
vessel diameters by a factor of H3� 1.7. BVF increased at
1–3 minutes after application of the pressure cuff, re-
mained constant at 3–5 minutes, and returned to baseline
values at 3 minutes after removal of the pressure cuff.
Approximately 40% less radiant exposure was needed to
induce the same amount of purpura after PDL irradiation
when the blood pressure cuff was used. Applying an
80 mm Hg pressure cuff reduced the required radiant
exposure for purpura formation by 30%. Heating of blood
vessels was calculated as a function of vessel diameter
and of radiant exposure (at 585 nm and at 0.5 and
1.5 milliseconds pulse duration).
Conclusions: Enlarging the vessel lumen, for example, by
obstructing venous return, can significantly reduce the

‘‘small-vessel-limitation’’ in PDL treatment of PWS. Dila-
tion of PWS blood vessels enables a more efficient destruc-
tion of smaller vessels without increasing the probability of
epidermal damage. Lasers Surg. Med. 34:182–188, 2004.
� 2004 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

Laser induced photothermolysis is currently the pre-
ferred modality for treatment of dermal vascular lesions,
such as port wine stain (PWS). The optical wavelength and
the pulse duration are selected to give optimal absorption in
blood, allowing enough heat to diffuse into the vessel wall,
but not into perivascular tissues [1], leading to thermal
denaturation of the vessel wall as a result of heating to
about 708C while leaving the perivascular tissues well
below this threshold damage temperature. Most clinical
procedures utilize a wavelength of 585 nm and pulse
duration of 0.45 milliseconds. The acceptable radiant ex-
posure, which must be limited to avoid unwanted damage to
the epidermis, is dependent on the patient skin type.
Selective epidermal cooling by cryogen spray, which re-
duces the epidermal/basal layer temperature, allows for an
increase in radiant exposure by a factor of more than 2 [2,3].

Dark purple PWS usually respond well to the first three
to five treatments, with improved lesion blanching after
each successive treatment. However, in many cases,
complete blanching is never achieved, and the lesion color
stabilizes at a red-pink. Moreover, those PWS that are
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initially red-pink generally respond poorly to laser treat-
ment [4–6].

The lack of complete PWS blanching response arises from
the difficulty in destroying smaller (5–20 mm) diameters
vessels. Such vessels are difficult to destroy because the
intraluminal blood volume is too small a fraction of the
entire heated volume, which in case of a 0.45 milliseconds
pulse is composed of both the blood and the vessel wall/
perivascular tissues to a depth of about 7 mm [7]. Improved
therapeutic outcome might be achieved if these smaller
vessels are dilated immediately before laser exposure.
Dilation can be attained pharmacologically or mechani-
cally, for example, by obstructing venous blood return. The
extent of vessel damage can be evaluated minutes after
irradiation by inspection of laser-induced purpura, which is
formed by microemboli vessel rupture and erythrocyte
leakage, serving as an indirect measure of treatment
efficacy.

The present study presents: (1) an analysis of vessel
dilation by obstructing venous return by placing a blood
pressure cuff on the proximal arm and, (2) a preliminary
study on the impact of vessel dilation on formation of laser-
induced purpura.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients

After signing informed consent, four subjects with
Fitzpatrick skin type II–III were enrolled in the study.
One subject had a PWS on the left upper extremity; the
other three subjects had normal skin. The laser-induced
purpura was measured on one subject with normal skin and
on one PWS patient. The PWS, which had previously
received 36 treatments, was of a red-pink color.

Technical Systems

The BVF evaluated by measuring reflectance spectra
in the 450–830 nm wavelength region, using a Hewlett-
Packard (Palo Alto, CA) 8452A spectrometer equipped with
a 25-mm aperture Labsphere RSA-HP-84 integrating
sphere.

Laser irradiation was performed with a Candela
(Wayland, MA) C-BeamTM laser emitting at 585 nm
wavelength and 0.45 milliseconds pulse duration. The
laser was used with a 7-mm diameter spot, and without or
with tetrafluoroethane cryogen spray skin cooling (30 milli-
seconds spurt duration, 30 milliseconds spurt-pulse delay)
before laser exposure. The blood pressure cuff was an
Omron (Vernon Hills, IL) digital blood pressure monitor
HEM-412C.

Study Protocol

Reflectance spectra were measured on shaved regions
of the volar aspect of the forearm and hand of all subjects
before, during, and after application of 80 or 100 mm Hg
cuff pressure to the proximal arm. Evaluation of laser-
induced purpura was performed with the same cuff
pressure settings and monitored up to 4 weeks after
treatment.

RESULTS

Blood Volume Fraction (BVF)

Results from cuff pressure on the upper extremity of one
subject are shown in Figure 1. The upper curve (#1) gives
the reflectance spectrum of the hand before cuff pressure.
Applying a pressure of 100 mm Hg obstructed venous
return but allowed arterial blood flow in the systolic phase.
Obstruction resulted in progressive erythema, which was
manifested by a reduction in the reflection coefficient.
Reflectivity decreased rapidly over the first minute after
cuff placement, and reached a saturation value 3–4 minutes
later. The lower curve in Figure 1 (#2) indicates reflectivity
after 5 minutes of cuff pressure. The reduction in re-
flectivity over the entire spectrum is consistent with an
increased BVF, as predicted by the diffusion model [8].
Moreover, the disappearance of two characteristic oxyhe-
moglobin peaks at 542 and 577 nm, together with an
increase in the deoxyhemoglobin peak at 760 nm, indicates
formation of the latter [9]. After cuff pressure was released,
oxygenation and BVF rapidly returned to baseline values.
This is demonstrated in the middle curve (#3), which
shows reflectivity 3 minutes after cuff pressure was re-
leased. The BVF is now close to baseline values, but a
slightly higher blood oxygenation was noted, probably due
to post-obstruction compensatory arterial vasodilation.

The change in BVF in the upper dermis was determined
from the reflectance spectrum in two steps. The first step
involved determining skin parameters such as epidermal/
dermal absorption, scattering coefficients, and blood
volume by fitting the measured spectrum and reflectance
values to those predicted by an analytical model based on
diffusion theory [8]. This fit was made by measuring spectra
before cuff pressure. Thereafter, the BVF value was
adjusted to fit the change in reflectance at 586 nm with
cuff pressure. This wavelength, which corresponds to an
isosbestic point in the blood absorption spectrum, was
selected because the measured spectra revealed oxygen
depletion during cuff pressure. The measurements in-
dicate a three- to sixfold increase in the dermal BVF after

Fig. 1. Reflectance spectra (in %) for the hand of Subject 2.

Curve #1: Before cuff pressure. Curve #2: Cuff pressure

100 mm Hg for 5 minutes. Curve #3: 3 minutes after pressure

removal. Systolic/diastolic pressure 139/89 mm Hg.
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3–5 minutes of 100 mm Hg pressure depending on the
subject and anatomic location. The results for the three
subjects are summarized in Table 1.

The corresponding increase in BVF in the forearm, when
using a sub-diastolic cuff pressure of 80 mm Hg, was in the
range of 2.5 (data not shown).

Purpura Measurements (Normal Skin)

Without cuff pressure, no purpura was observed for
radiant exposures �3.0 J/cm2. The degree of purpura
intensified with increasing radiant exposure and, for
exposures >3.5 J/cm2, purpura was quite marked and
immediately observable. The threshold for purpura was
determined by increasing the radiant exposure from
the sub-threshold value of 3 J/cm2 and up to 7 J/cm2, in
increments of 0.5 J/cm2. The threshold radiant exposure in
absence of cuff pressure was thus found to be in the range of
3–3.5 J/cm2. Purpura intensity increased with higher light
dosage, and all test sites healed without acute blistering/
scabbing, skin textural change or dyspigmentation. With
100 mm Hg cuff pressure applied for 3–5 minutes, the
purpura induced by 2.0 J/cm2 was approximately the
same as for 3.5 J/cm2 without cuff pressure. Unfortunately,
the threshold value for purpura with cuff pressure could not
be determined, as the laser did not allow selection of light
dosage below 2 J/cm2.

The influence of the duration of cuff pressure was exa-
mined by exposing the skin after onset of 100 mm Hg cuff
pressure at 1 minute intervals to a radiant exposure kept

constant at 3 J/cm2. The observed purpura increased with
duration of cuff pressure up to about 3 minutes and
remained relatively constant thereafter. After 5 minutes,
the cuff pressure was removed and the skin exposed to a
final laser pulse, 3 minutes later. No purpura was observed
for the latter case. These results are consistent with the
temporal dynamics of the spectroscopic measurements;
the reflectance at 586 nm decreased during the first 1–
3 minutes after application of cuff pressure and returned to
normal about 3 minutes after pressure was removed.

The influence of higher radiant exposure on purpura
formation was studied by maintaining the cuff pressure at
100 mm Hg and increasing the light dosage in increments of
0.5 J/cm2 from 2 to 4 J/cm2. Purpura increased with radiant
exposure and was quite notable for 4 J/cm2; again all test
sites healed without acute blistering/scabbing, skin tex-
tural change, or dyspigmentation.

The amount of purpura obtained with and without cuff
pressure was assessed by visual inspection up to 14 days
after treatment. The purpura at 4 and 7 J/cm2 without
pressure were subjectively judged to be about the same as
with pressure at, respectively, 2.5 and 4 J/cm2. Thus, the
same amount of purpura was achieved with a 40% lower
radiant exposure compared to that without pressure.

Similar measurements were carried out on one subject
at the reduced cuff pressure of 80 mm Hg. The results
indicated a reduction in radiant exposure of about 30%
produced similar purpura to that without pressure. Typical
results are displayed in Figure 2, which shows the response

TABLE 1. Measured Changes in Reflectivity at 586 nm Wavelength of Normal Skin With a Cuff Pressure of

100 mmHg, Together With Calculated Corresponding Changes in BVF of Upper Dermis

Subject

age (year)

Systolic/diastolic

pressure (mm Hg)

Hand reflectivity

before/after cuff

pressure

Forearm reflectivity

before/after cuff

pressure

Hand increased

BVF

Forearm

increased BVF

33 120/75 0.30/0.16 0.31/0.23 8 3

65 139/89 0.27/0.15 0.27/0.20 4 3

37 129/79 0.23/0.14 — 4 —

Fig. 2. Development of purpura in normal forearm, 1 day after laser exposure. First six

columns, radiant exposure increased from 3 to 7 J/cm2 (as shown in Row 1); last column

(on right side) repeat the initial exposure of 3 J/cm2. Row 2: No pressure. Row 3: First six

columns, 3 minutes after application of 80 mm Hg cuff pressure; last column 3 minutes after

release of pressure.
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1 day after exposure to 3–7 J/cm2 with and without
80 mmHg cuff pressure.

Purpura Measurements (PWS Skin)

Laser-induced purpura was measured on the forearm of a
PWS subject. This patient had been treated 36 times over
the last 7 years for an extensive lesion involving most of the
left upper extremity. The PWS, originally of deep purple
color, had blanched completely in several regions, whereas
in other regions a red-pink coloration remained. Measure-
ments were done on an area where the PWS had a red-pink
color. Purpura was measured for a radiant exposure of
8 J/cm2 without pressure, and for the same exposure 2–
3 minutes after application of 100 mm Hg cuff pressure. A
third area was exposed to 6 J/cm2 with the same pressure
as above. Cryogen spray cooling (30 milliseconds spurt
duration, 30 milliseconds delay) before laser exposure was
applied to all test sites.

The development of purpura 15 minutes after laser
exposure is shown in Figure 3. Purpura in the region
exposed to 8 J/cm2 with100 mm Hg was significantly more
prominent as compared to that in the region exposed to
the same radiant exposure without pressure. Purpura in
the region exposed to 6 J/cm2 with pressure was also much
more marked than for the 8 J/cm2 exposures without cuff

pressure. After 1 week, purpura in all regions had faded,
but purpura in the region exposed without cuff pressure
resolved more quickly than for regions exposed with cuff
pressure (Fig. 4).

A previously treated PWS region on the dorsal aspect of
the hand was exposed to 2, 4, 6, and 8 J/cm2 with and
without a 100 mm Hg pressure cuff. In the absence of
pressure, there was no purpura at 2 J/cm2, and minimal
purpura at 4 J/cm2. Thus, the threshold for purpura was
estimated to be close to 4 J/cm2. With cuff pressure, there
was no purpura at 2 J/cm2, but marked purpura with
4 J/cm2. Furthermore, the amount of purpura for 4 J/cm2

with pressure was somewhat less than the purpura
obtained for 6 J/cm2 without pressure (data not shown).
Therefore, although the difference between radiant expo-
sures withand withoutpressurewas lesspronounced onthe
dorsal hand than for the volar forearm (Figs. 3 and 4), it can
be concluded that the 100 mm Hg pressure reduced the
threshold radiant exposure for purpura by approximately
30%.

DISCUSSION

Modeling

The relation among vessel heating, radiant exposure,
and vessel diameter is illustrated in Figure 5. The

Fig. 3. Development of purpura in previously treated PWS on the forearm, 15 minutes after

laser exposure.
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mathematical expression for this relation is given by
Equations A2 and A3 in the Appendix. The left panel
displays the required fluence (in situ) for a 358C tempera-
ture rise in blood vessels during exposure to a 0.5
milliseconds laser pulse. The right panel gives the
corresponding values for a 1.5 milliseconds pulse. A
temperature rise of 358C will raise the temperature of the
vessel wall up to 708C, which is adequate for thermal
denaturation of tissue on a millisecond time scale. The
fluence is plotted as a function of vessel diameter: Curve A
gives the fluence required for denaturation of normal
vessels, whereas Curves B and C correspond, respectively,
to increases in vessel diameter by factors of 1.7 and 2.5.
Under the assumption that the blood volume in all vessels
expands at the same rate for an increase in dermal BVF,
these values correspond to increases in dermal BVF of
1.72� 3 and 2.52� 6.

The left panel in Figure 5 demonstrates that heating a
5-mm diameter vessel up to 708C (i.e., 358C above ambient
temperature) requires 3.4 J/cm2 for a 0.5 milliseconds pulse
at 585 nm (Curve A). For a three- to sixfold increase in BVF,
the corresponding fluences, in case of dilated vessels, are
2.4 (Curve B) and 2.0 J/cm2 (Curve C), respectively. Thus, a
three- to sixfold increase in the BVF reduces the required
radiant exposure for denaturation of a 5-mm diameter
vessel by 30–40%. Conversely, the Figure 5 shows that the
temperature rise in 5-mm vessels is expected to increase by

about 40% when the BVF is increased by a factor of 3, and by
70% for a sixfold increase. Furthermore, note that accord-
ing to Figure 5 (Equations A2 and A3), the vessel diameter
corresponding to the minimum fluence required for de-
naturation is reduced from 50 to 30 mm and 20 mm when the
BVF increases three and six times, respectively.

The results for a 1.5 milliseconds pulse are shown in the
right panel of Figure 5. The fluence required for heating a
5-mm diameter vessel to 708C is 5.4 J/cm2, and values for
BVF increases of three and six times are 3.4 and 2.8 J/cm2,
respectively. Thus, the required fluence, and thereby the
radiant exposure, for a three- to sixfold BVF increase
are 40–50% lower than for non-dilated vessels. It should
also be noted that the required radiant exposure for a
1.5 milliseconds pulse is higher than for a 0.5 milliseconds
pulse for all examples under study. The reason is that more
heat is conducted into the perivascular tissues during a
1.5 milliseconds pulse as compared to a 0.5 milliseconds
pulse. The vessel diameter corresponding to the lowest
fluence for reaching 708C is reduced from 60 to 35 mm and
25 mm when the BVF increases by factors of 3 and 6,
respectively.

Clinical Results

The diffuse reflection from human skin is composed
of backscattered light from the upper 0.5–0.7 mm of
the dermis. Thus, reflectance measurements, which

Fig. 4. Development of purpura in previously treated PWS on the forearm, 1 week after laser

exposure.
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demonstrated that 100 mm Hg cuff pressure induced a BVF
of three times the normal value in the forearm and 4–6 in
the hand, should be considered as average values for the
papillary and upper reticular dermis. Assuming that
the BVF increase is the same for all vessels, the increase
in vessel diameter is estimated to be 1.7 times the initial
value in the forearm and 2–2.5 in the hand.

It is important to note that in these experiments, the
highest values were measured for the hand, which had to
be pressed against the spectrometer aperture to obtain good
optical contact. Skin compression might have contributed
to blood depletion thus introducing an artifact because the
baseline value for the BVF before cuff placement might be
too low. This phenomenon was of minor importance for in
the forearm since good optical contact was obtained with
minimum pressure.

The threshold radiant exposure for laser-induced pur-
pura was reduced with increased BVF, and a comparable
degree of purpura was formed in the forearm with 40% less
energy with a 100 mm Hg cuff pressure on the proximal arm
applied for 2–3 minutes. This result is believed to be due to
more efficient targeting of smaller blood vessels as they ex-
pand during cuff pressure; vessel diameter corresponding
to the minimum required radiant exposure is reduced from
50 to 30 mm for a 0.5 milliseconds pulse. Thus, vessel expan-
sion enables a more efficient destruction of smaller vessels
without affecting the threshold for epidermal damage.

It should be noted that the decrease in purpura threshold
is independent of epidermal pigmentation. For example, if

the probability for epidermal damage in a patient with skin
type IV limits the acceptable radiant exposure to 5 J/cm2,
the efficacy of this dose with cuff pressure will be equivalent
to a dose of 8.5 J/cm2, with the probability for epidermal
damage unchanged.

CONCLUSIONS

This study reveals that purpura, which is used as an
indicator of PWS response to laser-induced photothermo-
lysis, can be obtained with significantly reduced radiant
exposures when the targeted vessels are dilated. A cuff on
the proximal arm with pressure just above the diastolic
value can increase the BVF in the upper dermis of the
forearm by a factor of 3, and thereby enlarge vessel
diameters by a factor of 1.7. Such dilation is of importance
when targeting smaller (<20 mm) diameter PWS vessels.
Destroying these vessels often requires such high radiant
exposures that epidermal heating can result in dyspigmen-
tation and scarring. A cuff pressure in the range of
100 mm Hg applied for 2–3 minutes resulted in the same
amount of purpura as without pressure, with 40% less
radiant exposure from a 0.45 milliseconds laser pulse at
585 nm. Since the required radiant exposure is reduced by
40%, the efficacy of the applied light dose is increased by
almost 70%.

The principle of dilating targeted vessels can be applied
to PWS at any locations of the body. Increasing the BVF of,
for example, facial PWS, can be done pharmacologically, by
treating the patient while in the Trendelenberg position, or

Fig. 5. Fluence in J/cm2 (in situ) required for a 358C
temperature rise in blood vessels exposed to a laser pulse at

585 nm wavelength versus initial vessel diameter ranging from

5 to 100 mm. Pulse durations 0.5 milliseconds (left panel)

and 1.5 miliseconds (right panel). Thermal diffusivity,

conductivity, and optical absorption coefficient of blood are

�¼ 1.2� 10�7 m2/seconds, �¼ 0.4 W/mK, and �a¼15,000 m�1,

respectively [9,10]. Curve A: Normal blood vessels; Curve B:

corresponds to Curve A, when vessel diameters are ex-

panded by
ffiffiffi
3

p
� 1:7, corresponding to a threefold increased

BVF; Curve C: corresponds to Curve A, when vessel dia-

meters are expanded by
ffiffiffi
6

p
� 2:5 corresponding to a sixfold

increased BVF.
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by applying suction to the treated area immediately before
or during laser exposure. Measurements of blood volume
fractions during application of a suction cup demonstrated
that a very slight under-pressure of about 100 mm Hg
for less than 1 minute resulted in BVF increase by at least
a factor of 3. Further on, the same enhanced purpura
as obtained by the cuff pressure was obtained by using a
suction cup on the forearm during laser exposure. A
detailed study of this suction technique is being carried
out, and will be reported on shortly.
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APPENDIX

Heating of blood by laser irradiation without thermal loss
to adjacent tissues can be expressed by

T ¼ �a�

�C
t ¼ �a�

�
�

t ðA1Þ

where T is the temperature rise and t is the time after
onset of irradiation. The coefficients �, C, �a, � represent,
respectively, density, specific heat per unit mass, optical
absorption coefficient, and fluence rate. The specific heat
per unit volume can also be expressed as �C¼�/�, where �
denotes the thermal conductivity and � the thermal
diffusivity.

When blood in a vessel of diameter D is heated by
irradiation, part of the thermal energy will diffuse into the
optically non-absorbing vessel wall. The temperature rise
immediately after a pulse of duration �p can be expressed
as [10],

T ¼ �a D
2

16�p�
ln

D2ðD� 4
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
��p

p Þ
ðD2 � 16��pÞðDþ 4

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
��p

p Þ

 !
þ

8
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
��p

p

D

( )

ðA2Þ

where  ¼��p is the pulse fluence.
This expression applies when light is absorbed uniformly

across the lumen. When the optical penetration depth in

blood, �¼ 1/�a, that is, the reciprocal absorption coefficient,
becomes comparable toD light depletion must be taken into
account. Depletion can be accounted for by introducing an
effective absorption coefficient corresponding to averaging
over the lumen. Light absorption per unit volume of blood
can then be expressed by �a,eff , where �a,eff is an effective
absorption coefficient,

�a;eff ¼ 2
Ið1; D� Þ � Lð1; D� Þ

D
ðA3Þ

where Ið1; xÞ is the first order modified Bessel-I function
and Lð1; xÞ is the first order modified Struve function.
When depletion is negligible, that is, � �D, this expres-
sion reduces to �a,eff)ma and when depletion is dominant,
it becomes �a,eff) 4/�D.
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